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| 1. | Acheraiou, Amar  
*Questioning hybridity, postcolonialism and globalization.*  
| 2. | An, Chae, ed and Fromm, Hansjoerg, ed  
*Supply chain management on demand: Strategies, technologies, applications.*  
| 3. | Arezki, Rabah, ed, Gylfason, Thorvaldur, ed and Sy, Amadou, ed  
*Beyond the curse: Policies to harness the power of natural resources.*  
| 4. | Arunachalam, P, ed  
*Micro - Finance management.*  
| 5. | Banerjee, GD  
*Economics of mango cultivation.*  
*Understanding macroeconomic theory.*  
| 7. | Behal, Rana, ed., Mah, Alice, ed. and Fall, Babacar, ed.  
*Rethinking work: Global historical and sociological perspectives.*  
New Delhi: Tulika, 2011. |
*Ritual, caste, and religion in colonial South India.*  
Delhi: Primus books, 2011. |
*Ageing population and social security system: Global scenario with special reference to India.*  
New Delhi: Serials, 2011. |
| 10. | Chandy, Saramma  
*Commitment of teachers towards effective education: A study of greater and Navi Mumbai.*  
| 11. | Chaplin, Susan E  
*The Politics of sanitation in India: Cities, Services and the state.*  
| 12. | Chatterjee, Partha  
*Lineages of political society: Studies in postcolonial democracy.*  
Ranikhet: Permanent black, 2011. |
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| 13. | Chaudhuri, Arindam  
   *Count your chickens before they hatch.*  
   *Irrigation potential in agriculture of Assam.*  
   New Delhi: Concept, 2011. |
| 14. | Chinnammai, S  
   *Relevance of socio-economic thoughts of Dr. Ambedkar today.*  
   *Contemporary social theory: An introduction.*  
| 15. | Collins, Michael  
   *Empire, nationalism and the postcolonial world: Rabindranath Tagore’s writings on history, politics and society.*  
   *Readings in urban theory. 3 ed.*  
| 16. | Cupillari, Antonella  
   *The Nuts and bolts of proofs: An Introduction to mathematical proofs. 4 ed.*  
   Amsterdam: Elsevier, 2013. | 22. | Ferrari, Aurora and Dhingra, Inderbir Singh  
   *India’s investment climate: Voices of Indian business.*  
   *The Oxford India anthology of malayalam dalit writing.*  
   *Love and capital: Karl and Jenny Marx and the birth of a revolution.*  
| 18. | Dasgupta, Sanjukta, Sinha, Dipankar and Chakravarti, Sudeshna  
   *Media, Gender, and popular culture in India: Tracking change and continuity.*  
   *Service quality and customer relationships in Indian Banking.*  
| 25. | Gosling, David L  
   *Science and the Indian Tradition: When Einstein met Tagore.*  
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>30.</strong> India, Labour Bureau (Shimla)&lt;br&gt;<em>Wage rates in rural India ( 2009-10).</em>&lt;br&gt;Shimla: Labour Bureau, 2011.</td>
<td><strong>31.</strong> Jacob, Saji&lt;br&gt;<em>Secularisation and communalisation in Kerala: Challenges for civil society.</em>&lt;br&gt;Germany: VDM Verlag, 2011.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>38.</strong> Kumar, Anil K&lt;br&gt;<em>Relevance of local environmental knowledge in the era of globalization.</em>&lt;br&gt;New Delhi: Serials Publications, 2011.</td>
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| 39. | Kumar, Anup  
| 40. | Kumari, Veena  
*Rural poverty and human development: Linkages and implications.*  
| 41. | Kuracina, William F  
*The State and governance in India: The Congress ideal.*  
| 42. | Lambert-Hurley, Siobhan  
*Muslim women, reform and princely patronage: Nawab Sultan Jahan Begum of Bhopal.*  
New Delhi: Routledge, 2011. |
| 43. | Maitra, Kiran  
*Marxism in India: From decline to debacle.*  
| 44. | Minford, Patrick  
*Rational expectations macroeconomics: An Introductory handbook.* 2 ed.  
| 45. | Montgomery, Martin  
*An Introduction to language and society.* 3 ed.  
| 46. | Mulhern, Francis, ed  
*Lives on the left: A Group portrait.*  
| 47. | Nelson, Anita, ed. and Timmerman, Frans, ed.  
*Life without money: Building fair and sustainable economies.*  
| 48. | Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development  
*OECD economic surveys: India 2011.*  
| 49. | Panayotakis, Costas  
*Remaking scarcity: From capitalist inefficiency to economic democracy.*  
| 50. | Pant, Harsh V, ed  
*The Rise of China - Implications for India.*  
New Delhi: CUP, 2011. |
| 51. | Parks, Robert H.  
*The End of capitalism: Destructive forces of an economy out of control.*  
| 52. | Prabhakara, M.S  
*Looking back into the future: Identity and insurgency in northeast India.*  
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|53. | Reserve Bank of India  
*First Annual Research Conference.*  
|54. | Reynolds, Martin, ed,  
Blackmore, Chris, ed and  
Smith, Mark J, ed  
*The Environmental responsibility reader.*  
|55. | Roy, Archana K  
*Distress migration and ‘left behind’ women: A study of rural bihar.*  
New Delhi: Rawat, 2011. |
|56. | Roy, Kaushik, ed.  
*Partition of India: why 1947?*  
|57. | Roy, Kumkum, ed.  
*Women in early indian societies.*  
New Delhi: Manohar, 2011. |
|58. | Saez, Lawrence, ed and  
Singh, Gurharpal, ed  
*New dimensions of politics in India: The United progressive alliance in power.*  
|59. | Schottli, Jivanta  
*Vision and strategy in Indian politics: Jawaharlal Nehru's policy choices and the designing of political institutions.*  
|60. | Shanley, Patricia, ed.,  
Cymerys, Margaret, ed. and  
Serra, Murilo, ed.  
*Fruit trees and useful plants in Amazonian life.*  
|61. | Sharma, Geeta  
*Performance appraisal of urban co-operative banks.*  
|62. | Sharma, Supran Kumar  
*Performance and prospects of small scale industries in the state of Jamu and Kashmir.*  
New Delhi: Manak, 2011. |
|63. | Shrader-Frechette, Kristin  
*What Will Work: Fighting climate change with renewable energy, not nuclear power.*  
|64. | Somayaji, Sakarama, ed. and  
Talwar, Smriti, ed.  
*Development-induced displacement, rehabilitation and resettlement in India: Corrent issues and challenges.*  
|65. | Sreenivasan M A  
*The Last Mysore Pradhan: The Memoirs of M A Sreenivasan.*  
Bangalore: Dronequill, 2005. |
|66. | Subbarayalu, Y  
*South India under the Cholas.*  
67. Sundararajan, Prasad
*Organization entelechy: Creative manager, genius leader, taoic process.*
Tamil Nadu: Geniuschoice Institute, 2011.

68. Swaaminathan, M
*Performance of mutual funds in India: A comparative study of public and private sector mutual funds.*
New Delhi: Gyan publishing house, 2011.

69. Tarling, Roger
*Managing social research: A Practical guide.*

70. Tonkiss, Fran
*Contemporary economic sociology: Globalisation, production, inequality.*

71. World Bank

72. World Bank
*One Goal, two paths: Achieving universal access to modern energy in East Asia and Pacific.*

**LIST OF REPORTS**

1. International Monetary Fund
*Direction of trade statistics Quarterly, December 2011.*

2. International Monetary Fund
*Direction of trade statistics yearbook 2011.*

3. International Monetary Fund
*Global financial stability report(September)2011: Grappling with crisis legacies.*

4. International monetary fund
*International financial statistics November 2011.*

5. International Monetary Fund

6. International Monetary Fund

7. International monetary Fund
*Public sector debt statistics: Guide for compilers and users.*
IMF, 2011.
| 8. | International Monetary Fund  
Regional economic outlook:  
Asia and Pacific (October):  
Navigating an uncertain global environment while building inclusive growth.  
|---|---|
| 9. | International Monetary Fund  
Regional economic outlook:  
Europe (October) 2011:  
Navigating stormy waters.  
| 10. | International Monetary Fund  
Regional economic outlook:  
Middle East and Central Asia (October) 2011.  
| 11. | International Monetary Fund  
Regional economic outlook:  
Sub-Saharan Africa (October) 2011: Sustaining the expansion.  
| 12. | International Monetary Fund  
Regional economic outlook:  
Western Hemisphere (October) 2011: Shifting winds, new policy challenges.  
| 13. | International Monetary Fund  
(Washington)  
| 14. | International Monetary Fund  
(Washington)  
| 15. | Kerala, Town and Country Planning, Dept. of -  
District spatial plan: Palakkad.  
| 16. | Kerala, Town and Country Planning, Dept. of -  
District spatial plan: Thrissur.  
| 17. | Kerala, Town and Country Planning, Dept. of -  
District urbanisation report: Ernakulam.  
| 18. | Kerala, Town and Country Planning, Dept. of -  
District urbanisation report: Kannur.  
| 19. | Kerala, Town and Country Planning, Dept. of -  
District urbanisation report: Kasaragod.  
| 20. | Kerala, Town and Country Planning, Dept. of -  
District urbanisation report: Kottayam.  
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